CHEP Australia announced as the official supply chain
solutions sponsor of CeMAT Australia 2018
CeMAT Australia is returning to the Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre on 2426 July 2018. CHEP Australia will again support this leading industry event for the second
consecutive year as the Official Supply Chain Solutions sponsor. At this event, CHEP
Australia will showcase its latest innovations and customer solutions designed to optimise
supply chains.
Gaetano Galati, Director Customer Strategy at CHEP Australia says, “CHEP Australia is
proud to announce that it will be the official supply chain solutions sponsor of the leading
trade fair for materials handling, intralogistics and supply chain management – CeMAT
Australia 2018.
“Our role within the supply chain is to empower customers with the tools and resources to
create efficiencies and eliminate waste, improving the environment and the bottom line."
“We see CeMAT 2018 as the perfect fit to engage with our existing and prospective
supply chain partners on our suite of customer solutions, learn about the latest industry
innovations and exchange ideas and insights on how we can build more sustainable
supply chains together.”
CeMAT Australia is the only exhibition dedicated to the technology of warehousing,
materials handling, intralogistics and supply chain.
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About CHEP
CHEP is a global provider of supply chain solutions serving the consumer goods, fresh
food, beverage, manufacturing and retail sectors in more than 60 countries. CHEP offers
a wide range of logistics and operational platforms and support services that are designed
to increase performance and lower risk while improving environmental sustainability.
CHEP’s 12,500 employees and approximately 300 million pallets and containers deliver
comprehensive coverage and exceptional value, supporting more than 500,000 customer
touch-points for global brands such as Procter & Gamble, Sysco, Kellogg’s and Nestlé.
CHEP is part of the Brambles Group, the operator of a portfolio that includes IFCO, the
leading provider of Reusable Plastic Containers (RPCs) to the fresh food supply chain
globally, as well as specialist container solutions providers to the automotive, aerospace
and oil and gas sectors. For more information on CHEP, visit www.chep.com. For
information on the Brambles Group, visit www.brambles.com.

